
Norwood Park
Progress from 2014 to 2020



Henrietta Rd pavement near Grant Ave
Problem: cars parking on pavement resulting in degradation of pavement and unpleasant 
pedestrian interface to the park.
Solution: poles to prevent cars on the pavement, indigenous water-wise planting.



Park corner at Grant and Ivy
Problem: plant beds obliterated by foot traffic and no maintenance
Solution: indigenous water-wise planting and regular maintenance



Lower park grounds - before
Problem: littering, anti-social behavior, public drinking – a “no-go” zone
Solution: fencing to create a viable dog walking area, solar lights, regular cleaning



Lower park grounds - after
Problem: littering, anti-social behavior, public drinking – a “no-go” zone
Solution: fencing to create a viable dog walking area, solar lights, regular cleaning



Upper park edge beds
Problem: plant beds obliterated by foot traffic and no maintenance, overgrown with weeds
Solution: indigenous water-wise planting and regular maintenance and weeding



Upper park central bed - before
Problem: plant beds obliterated by foot traffic and no maintenance, overgrown with weeds
Solution: indigenous water-wise planting and regular maintenance and weeding



Upper park central bed - after
Problem: plant beds obliterated by foot traffic and no maintenance, overgrown with weeds
Solution: indigenous water-wise planting and regular maintenance and weeding



Henrietta Rd pavement - before 
Problem: cars parking on pavement resulting in degradation of pavement and unpleasant 
pedestrian interface to the park.
Solution: poles to prevent cars on the pavement, indigenous water-wise planting.



Henrietta Rd pavement - after 
Problem: cars parking on pavement resulting in degradation of pavement and unpleasant 
pedestrian interface to the park.
Solution: poles to prevent cars on the pavement, indigenous water-wise planting, including 
trees to define the street edge



Ablution block
Problem: broken fixtures, blocked plumbing, unattractive exterior
Solution: regular repair of fixtures and plumbing, freshly painted exterior



Constant challenges
Illegal dumping and littering, vagrants setting trees on fire, vandalism



The reward?
A place to walk your dog, 
and to hang out with friends and family



The reward?
A vital public space for all residents, that is a good 
neighbour to Grant Ave and surrounding properties












